CHAPTER 4: SHARING WITH THE COMMUNITY

Art Can Be Three Dimensional…
Artists are always striving to add depth and dimension to their work, to ensure that
a painting’s focal point isn’t the only aspect of the work that is visually interesting. In
that same spirit, the James River Art League has frequently been motivated to add dimension to the work it does within the community, recognizing that exhibiting pictures
isn’t the only way to inspire the creation and appreciation of the visual arts.

Extending Our Reach
As would be expected for an association of artists, JRAL’s primary focus (according
to the Archives) has always been the exhibition of members’ work, and its group activities have always revolved around the
creation and appreciation of the visual arts. For many members, however,
a very effective way to encourage
that appreciation is to share an enthusiasm for art with a larger audience, sometimes even to share the art
itself.
Community involvement was a
component of JRAL activities from its
earliest days. In late 1965, the League
was invited by the Virginia Heart Association to hold a poster contest; the
winning poster would be used in the
VHA’s fund raising efforts in 1966.
Seven member artists’ designs were
selected by the League, and an expert
panel from the community selected
the winning poster by Mary Ann
Ferneyhough.

Virginia'Heart'Association'Newsletter'article'Feb.'1966'
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In September of 1969, Associate Director Dr. Glen Allen presented to the
Executive Board “an excellent idea for a
service project. He suggested that members contribute, on a voluntary basis,
paintings to be hung at the Richmond
Nursing Home. We have been assured
these will be most welcome…a worthy endeavor which will bring much joy and
pleasure to those who have so very little.
Please contribute your time and talent!”
An Ad Hoc JRAL Committee in 1972
was instructed to “evaluate the present
functioning of the League and to explore
ways of improving it.” One of the recommendations of that Committee which was
approved by the membership was the esDr.'Glen'Allen'at'the'Richmond'Nursing'Home'
tablishment of a “JRAL Scholarship Fund
which, when it became large enough, would help provide art training for talented but
educationally indigent artists.” Money for the fund would come from several sources,
including a donation from the League Treasury at the end of the year, sales of paintings
donated by members at Mall shows, a 10% assessment of each member’s gross sales at
League sponsored exhibits and a raffle of a donated painting at the League’s annual
show.
After the fund had grown a bit, in the fall
of 1974 the Scholarship Committee, chaired
by Helen Sanders, sent letters to area art educators announcing the offering of a scholarship and asking them to nominate candidates.
The first James River Art League scholarship
of $500, the Anita Williams Memorial Scholarship, was awarded to John Marshall High
School senior Jeryl English in 1975. Jeryl was
accepted into The Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art in New York
City, and wrote the League in 1978 of her rewarding college experiences and her gratitude for JRAL’s “faith in my talent and for
making this fine scholarship program available to serious young art students.”

Sketch'by'Jeryl'English,'1975'scholarship'recipient'

A second $500 scholarship was awarded by the League in 1978, in memory of JRAL
member Ben Pietri; a sculpture by Pietri was donated by his wife to be raffled off, to
help fund the award. The recipient of the scholarship was Laura Smith, a senior at LeeDavis High School.! No further scholarships were awarded after 1978, due to declining
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funds and a League decision to replace scholarships with cash prizes at large community art events such as June Jubilee.
The tradition of sharing continued in 2005-06, when Sandy Bruton conceived the
idea of “Pictures for the Troops,” a way to remind Virginia servicemen and women serving in the Iraqi desert of “the
green, green grass of home.”
She collected paintings that
depicted the beautiful scenery of Virginia from League
members; the collection of
nearly two dozen was sent
to the 2-224 Aviation Battalion in Iraq, and hung in the
hallways, the day rooms,
and the morale, welfare, and
recreation rooms. “The colorful scenes of back home
are a welcome change to the
brown and tan of Iraq,”
wrote Command Sergeant
Major Susan Bentley in a
letter of thanks; “It means a
lot knowing people back
home support us.”
The year 2005 also saw
JRAL’s first group involvement with the National Arts
Program. In keeping with
our mission "to encourage
the creation and appreciation of the visual arts," each
year from 2005-2012, the
League sponsored an award
to a Richmond middle
school student who entered
in the program’s Youth &
2006'Richmond'TimesKDispatch'article'
Teen category. This annual
art exhibit at the Pine Camp Arts and Community Center was co-sponsored by the National Arts Program Foundation, and the Richmond Department of Parks, Recreation
and Community Facilities Art Program. Participation categories included “Youth/Teen
Showcase,” “Expressions” for city or school employees, and “Creative Reflections” for
the general adult public. The James River Art League award, a gift certificate for art
supplies ranging between $50-100, was given to the student or students whose work was
deemed worthy of recognition by JRAL members who served as judges. Frequently
those judges were members who had been art educators, very familiar with the process
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of recognizing young talent. Often League members themselves entered the other two
National Arts Program categories, and several have won awards.

Exploring New Possibilities
In 2012-13, JRAL revised its Constitution and By-Laws, and one aspect of that revision was the creation of a new standing committee: Community Outreach. Chairperson
Mike Steele wrote the following article for the September 2013 Newsletter to introduce
League members to some of the exciting possibilities the committee would investigate.
Just Suppose…
Suppose we could help a fledgling painter find his artistic wings.
Suppose we could help a troubled young woman find courage in making art.
Suppose we had a role in establishing a small community arts center.
Suppose we could find ways for our members to reach out into the community with
personal shows.
Those are just a few of the concepts the new Community Outreach Committee is considering as ways to bring the talent and resources of the James River Art League out
into the community. We want to advance the League’s mission of encouraging “the
creation and appreciation of the visual arts” far beyond our organization.
The committee was created through a change in the bylaws approved by JRAL members last year. On the committee are Donna Campbell Allen, Sandy Bruton, Jane Cox,
Paulette Nesbitt, Suzanne Spooner-Munch, and Mike Steele, the chairman. The chief
role of the committee is to generate ideas, evaluate their potential and then take the
lead on implementing those that offer the most promise.
The key word there is “ideas,” and the committee considered a number of them at its
initial meeting, before settling on four to explore further. Whether those four concepts
blossom into full-fledged projects is yet to be determined, but it’s a start.
Actually, the League already does more community outreach than you may realize.
Our exhibitions at Tuckahoe Library, SunTrust Bank or Our Lady of Hope place our
art before people who might not normally be exposed to it. We are considering ways to
enhance those existing outreach efforts. At Tuckahoe Library, for example, a couple of
members might lead a Saturday morning tour through the exhibit, explaining the art
and the artists to youngsters and their parents.
We also discussed previous JRAL projects, such as the one led by Sandy Bruton in
2005-06 to collect art from members to send to troops overseas. Our hope is to find
projects that will place our art where it is not just seen and appreciated, but provides
benefits to member artists on a number of personal levels.
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The Outreach Committee recognizes that JRAL artists by their nature are busy people.
We are trying to develop projects that will involve only limited numbers of members
at a time. But we also want projects that are interesting enough and important enough
to generate enthusiasm across out membership.
So our initial approach will be to develop ideas that expand on things we’re already
doing or have done, to work on a small scale involving a few members at a time, and to
try a lot of ideas -- knowing that some will succeed, but learning from those that don’t.
We will be limited only by our own imagination.
Just suppose….
Mike Steele, JRAL Newsletter, September 2013
The new Outreach Committee began exploring possibilities right away and gained
traction quickly over the 2013-14 season. In the spring of 2014 a series of workshops was
initiated at Northfield Ministries, a non-profit organization offering residential and outpatient programs for young women suffering from depression and eating disorders.
Donna Allen gave the first presentation in May and demonstration workshops by Lois
Shipley and Stella Jones were being scheduled for fall or winter of 2014.
In March the membership voted to award a $500 grant for art supplies to an outstanding young artist at George Wythe High School for the Arts. A panel of members
including Steele, Jane Cox and Anne Negus selected Shakira Squire to receive the award
for Outstanding Art Student, based on her written application, her artwork, her passion
for art and the recommendations of her teachers. Cox presented the award and certificate to Shakira on behalf of JRAL at the Awards Ceremony for graduating seniors in
May 2014.
Most artists realize that possessing a creative talent is a gift. It enriches the lives of
those who are fortunate enough to discover and develop that gift in themselves. Sharing
that gift, perhaps even inspiring others to seek their own artistic expression, is recognized by many as a way to pay forward the joy that art has brought into their own lives.
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“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”

Robert Frost, from "The Road Not Taken”
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AFTERWORD
50 YEARS OF ART AND COUNTING…

The year 2014 is the year in which we celebrate the enduring spirit of the James River
Art League. We look back at our beginnings, we applaud our accomplishments, we enjoy the company of our colleagues with whom we share our enthusiasm for the visual
arts.
But every celebration that looks at the past and the present must also wish for a peek
at the future.
In 2013 the Federal Government granted JRAL its official 501(c)(3) non-profit status.
This recognition allows our organization, among other benefits, to accept donations that
are tax-deductible to the donor. Our recent exhibitions at Capital One headquarters have
enriched our treasury thanks to this new benefit.
The League thrives because of the supportive interaction of its members, because of
the vitality of its leadership, and because of the quality of work it brings to the public.
But the League also thrives because its whole is, as previously mentioned, greater than
the sum of its parts. By joining together to create and promote the arts, Art League
members achieve goals and have learning opportunities that as individuals they could
not experience alone. Going forward, JRAL will continue to explore new ways of offering its members opportunities for personal growth.
Additionally, while our primary focus remains on members’ creation and exhibition
of the visual arts, JRAL in the coming years will expand its horizons, seek to encourage
new artists to enjoy the creative process, and attract new audiences to the ranks of art
appreciation.
In 50 years, we have improved the way we function. We have embraced new members and a diversity of media, we have explored a variety of venues for showing and
selling our work, we have adopted new methods of communicating with each other, and
we have developed a strong sense of who we are.
But in those same 50 years we have remained who we were in the beginning: artists
who love the creative process, who benefit from learning together how to perfect our
craft, and who enjoy sharing our expertise and our enthusiasm with each other and with
the community in which we live.
To the hundreds of men and women who have at some time or other been members
of the James River Art League over the last 50 years, we express our gratitude for your
vision, your contributions, and your steadfast belief in the idea that creating and promoting the visual arts is a worthy endeavor. We heartily agree! And we will strive to
make the next 50 years just as memorable.
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James River Art League Members, June 2014
OFFICERS

Mary Kent, President *
Sally Booth, 1st Vice President &
Program Chair
Jane Cox, 2nd Vice President &
Parliamentarian
Maryanne Evans, Treasurer *
Pat Trgina, Secretary

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Stella Jones , Archivist *
Elizabeth Hood, Communications Chair &
Newsletter Chair *
Mike Steele, Community Outreach Chair*
Gigi Vranian, Exhibit Co-chair *
Barbara Lange, Exhibit Co-chair
Karen Witthoeft, Gallery Co-chair *
Tom Burns, Gallery Co-chair
Rosemary McKnight, Hospitality Chair *
Lois Shipley, Membership Chair *
Susan Fisher, Publicity Chair *

MEMBERS
Donna Allen
Danielle Ashbridge
Anita Baker
Harriet Baker
Carol Baron
Sandy Basham
Bev Bley
Jane Bodnar
Beth Bradford
Libbie Branscome
Betty Brinser
Sandy Bruton
Betie Cherry
Janice Clark
David Crighton, Honorary
Marla Coleman
Lesley Corbitt
Suzanne Counts
Mary Dean
Arlene Deconti
Barbara Duval
Betty Eddowes *
Lunette Edwards
Robert Edwards
Rhonda Edwards
Fran Edwards
Lea Emory
Elizabeth Eubanks
Barbara Evans
Nancy Foley

Yvonna Frazer
Susan French
Alice Goode
Norma Haigh
Sandy Haigh
Shirley Harrington
Harvey Hinson
Collin Hoskins
Carol Ann Joyce
Cindy Kinney
Chuck Larivey, Charter
William (Chip) Lipscomb
Beverly Lockwood
Paula Makielski
Nancy Markwith
Carol Matuschek
Virginia McKinney
Dan Michael
Jean Miller
Nidhi Misra
Patty Mochary
Carol Mullen
Jan Murray
Anne Negus *
Paulette Nesbitt
Lisa Nye
Mary Beth Ols
Virginia O’Rourke
Janine Orr
Mary Pedini

* 50 Anniversary Committee
th
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Jessie Pendleton
Linda Reynolds
Pamela Roach *
Diana Robinson *
Nancy Rogers
Kay Roscoe
Becky Rose
Helen Sanders
Nancy Sandridge
Lesley Schooler
Bonnie Shelor
Theresa Shepherd
Bill Smith
Dianne Smith
Suzanne Spooner-Munch *
Lucy Story
Kathy Stuart
Irene Taylor
Margot Titmus
Kate Towler
Florence Tromater
Nancy Tucker *
Anne Twisdale
Rachel Van Camp
Harriet Vincent
Tim White
Lori Wilson
Yvonne Wilson
Betty Wolfrey
Jean Younkin

From%9%to%5%he%wears%the%suit%and%tie%of%a%
typical%busy%advertising%executive.%%After%
work,%though,%the%story%is%different.%%Frank&
Mann%enters%the%cluttered%studio%in%his%
Richmond,%Virginia,%home;%goes%to%his%
easel,%and%brings%canvasses%to%life%with%
scenes%of%the%Outer%Banks%which%he%loves.%%
Mann%has%recently%completed%two%posters%
on%the%Outer%Banks%these%that%are%
available%at%the%Island%Art%Gallery,%the%
Galleon,%and%National%Parks.%%“Painting%is%a%
semiJprofitable%hobby%when%you%consider%
the%costs…but%the%sense%of%
accomplishment%and%the%camaraderie%of%
the%artists%make%it%worthwhile.”%%JThe$
Carolina$Beachcomber,$July$1973.%
%

“Art is taking apart and putting together,” [Helen
Sanders] explained; “It is a compulsion to me. It is
also a constant search and takes tremendous
personal growth. That degree of growth must come
from within.” -Richmond News Leader, 1977
A childhood interest in drawing has
developed into a serous avocation in
watercoloring for Mrs. Thomas W.
[Elise] Strotmeyer, whose work is
now being shown in different parts of
the state. “I never exhibited until I did
watercolors [four years ago] and since
then I have won several small prizes,”
she said. unnamed Richmond
newspaper, November 1971.

Opening the new 3300 Gallery is an exhibition of paintings by the director Charles
Larivey and a few watercolors by his 3-year-old son, Mark. Of Larivey’s paintings I
like the two untitled seascapes and several of his improvisations on Rembrandt. His
subjects are flowers, abstractions and seascapes, and they should find a ready market
here. The watercolors by his son are perfectly beautiful. -Unattributed news clipping
from the mid ‘60s.
Among the other works of note is a striking
portrait of a beautifully dressed elderly
woman painted by Nancy Taylor Taliferro
of Richmond. Her portrait combines a
powerful visual statement with a
provocative slice of personality, reminding
us that traditional art forms can, in the right
hands, pack a tremendous punch. -The Daily
Press, June 1994.

We%were%particularly%
impressed%by%some%of%
William&Youngblood’s%
meticulous%acrylics%and%
watercolors…they%are%
representational%scenes,%
freely%and%sensitively%
interpreted.%%JUlrich$
Troubetzkoy,$Independent$
Virginian,$June$1968.%

A"neighbor"took"Mrs.%[Irene]%Perry"
to"an"art"exhibit.""When"she"said"she"
could"do"better"than"an"exhibiting"
artist,"her"friend"presented"Irene"with"
a"new"canvas"and"said,"“Do"it!”""Mrs."
Perry"did.""When"the"painting"was"
finished,"she"gave"it"to"the"neighbor,"
who"eventually"entered"it"in"the"
Undiscovered"Artists"Show"at"the"
Jewish"Community"Center"in"1963.""It"
won"a"ribbon.""L"Mary%Stuart%
Cruickshank,%Richmond%N6L,%

The strength of the show, however, is the watercolors.
There are dozens to choose from, each with a different
touch, a twist to the sensibility. There are rural scenes
from William Youngblood, a strong sense of the
physical in scenes by Mid Weeks and Conchita Elliot,
and the loose flower painting of Elizabeth Thompson.
There are the hard-line historic paintings of Macy
Jane Stokes, the abstracted visions of Jillian Warner,
a couple of loosely painted and appealing landscapes
by Harriet Copping, and a delicate rural “Silent Morn”
by Rosemary Bloom, just to name a few. -Robert
Merritt, Richmond T-D, July 1984.

